Leading Remote
Teams

Hey, I’m Ally, CEO + Founder of
Alison Jones Coaching.
We're on a mission to equip businesses with the tools to
create incredible (+ super high performing) places to work.
We partner with Founders, CEOs and Management teams
through practical and experiential Leadership + Management
programmes, workshops and Executive Coaching.
We're not your traditional leadership consultancy or
management training company. We think out of the box, we're
creative + whilst we take our work seriously, we like to have fun.

This playbook will give you the tools to
lead, motivate + support your remote
team(s).

Ally Jones, CEO + Founder

Work From Home

Stop Fearing Inevitable Change
Stop fearing inevitable change. Let’s call out the elephant in the room right
now - things are not normal. They won’t be for a while. The way we live and
work has been totally thrown out of sorts.
It wouldn’t be unreasonable to suggest that some people might be finding
the situation incredibly difficult - both themselves or with poorly loved ones.
We’re stuck indoors, we’re balancing kids + work and we’re fixated on the
TV at 5pm every afternoon for the prime minister's briefings. It’s not
surprising if morale + motivation isn’t where we’d like it.
It’s inevitable that your culture might be shifting too. But hey, ever the
optimist - that doesn’t have to be a bad thing.
In this playbook we'll be sharing lots of hints, tips + tools you can use to
make your remote-friendly culture productive and supportive.

Three Drivers for
Happy Remote Working
Purpose + Direction
This is about helping people feel a real sense of
purpose and also having absolute clarity about
what's expected of them.

Trust
The level of trust you place in those you work
with + to what extent they feel trusted.

Communication
Creative ways you can communicate with your
team to ensure they feel supported, valued +
part of a community.

Purpose + Direction
Everyone in your business is there for the same reason: to drive the
business forward + service your customers (+ make a real difference to
their lives!).
The challenge here is to connect your people to your company’s mission +
make sure they have a clear sense of direction, so they understand
exactly what’s expected of them.
Particularly at the moment, where people may have conflicting priorities
with work and kids - or because, understandably, their motivation may not
be where it usually is. Some may even find they lack a sense of purpose
at the moment. Given the climate, you may need to be flexible here:
balancing the need for performance and the wellbeing of the individual.
When we’re talking about giving our teams a sense of clear purpose +
direction, it’s really two fold...

Purpose + Direction

Your team need to...

1

feel connected to why they’re working so
hard in the extreme landscape they’re
operating in.

2

be crystal clear about what’s expected of
them, so they can carve out for themselves
how they can best achieve those specific
objectives.

Despite being geographically-distant from one another, you’re all
contributing to the same end goal. What is it? It connects you,
wherever you are. Use this to bring you together and to refocus you
when you’re having days that are tough, repetitive + boring, or let's put
it bluntly, just a bit shit!
If someone is balancing parenting or caring responsibilities alongside
their job they might be feeling overwhelmed and exhausted. By giving
them super clear objectives or things to focus on, they can switch off
from the noise and focus on the highest priority work in whatever way
is going to work for them.
Regardless of someone’s situation at home, if you're able to give super
clear direction in terms of what our expectations are, you can give your
teams autonomy to decide how they work best.

Trust

trust by
default, verify
by
performance.
Trust by default, verify by performance.
We just explored providing clarity around our expectations - and we do this so we
can then trust our people to deliver, in whatever way works best for them at home.
Here are four good reasons to adopt a high-trust mentality, from research
undertaken by the Centre of Neuroeconomics.

People at High-Trust Companies
Report:

74%
less stress

Trust

People at High-Trust Companies
Report:

50%
higher
productivity

Trust

People at High-Trust Companies
Report:

76%
more
engagement

Trust

People at High-Trust Companies
Report:

40%
less burnout

Trust

Ways to Build Trust
with Your Remote
Team
#LeavingLoudly
One way to champion work-life balance and empower people to switch off
at the end of the day is by ‘leaving loudly’. Instead of waiting for others to go
offline or stop replying to emails first, why not make it totally appropriate to
power down laptops and leave work on time. With #LeavingLoudly, your
team needn’t feel any shame clocking off on the dot! Don’t forget - you
might have people who need/ want to leave loudly on + off throughout the
day!

Measure performance,
not hours worked
No one likes being micro-managed. It hinders creativity, trust + performance.
Don't be tempted to clock watch productivity + trust people to deliver on
the deliverables you mutually agree.
Your team may find they need an hours walk at lunch time, followed by a
half-hour Facetime call with a friend later in the day. Trust your team to
manage their time + deliver on their promises, even if the way they
approach is outside the traditional '9-5'.

Communication
We talk about the importance of communication as leaders a lot. But
it’s never been so important when the physical interactions we have
with our team are severely impaired.

Your team should continue to...

1
2
3

feel a sense of community + to have time to
focus on relationships

feel supported + valued by having regular
face-to-face interactions with you + their
colleagues

be able to reach out to you whenever they
need to, like they would in the office

Creative Ways to
Host Virtual
Meet-ups
Virtual Coffee Bar
Grab a coffee + head over to the virtual coffee bar - a daily 15 minute
chatroom to talk all things non-work related. Bonus points if the MD or CEO
can join (+ consistently join!).

Team Lunch, Al desko
style!
Book a date in the diary with a colleague (or better still, the whole team) for
a virtual lunch, al desko style! Why not arrange for lunch to be delivered to
everyone so you can even enjoy eating from the same restaurant...

Start a Facebook Group
The home of online communities! Start a private company-wide Facebook
group to talk all things Facebook friendly - dog selfie, anyone?

Virtual Pub Quiz
Grab a glass + join Friday night's weekly pub quiz. Tools like Kahoot let you
create your own online quiz game, but you can also adapt video
conferencing tools like Zoom offer a more classic pub quiz experience.

Who's Got Talent?
Celebrate your talent by hosting your very own version of Britain's Got
Talent. Invite your comedians, singers, jugglers + give-it-a-go-ers to
showcase to their colleagues what else they can bring to the table!

Guess Who?
Get to know your colleagues with a game of Guess Who?. Each person
snaps a photo of something in their house that they thinks represents them
before the whole team's photos are shared. Can you guess who each photo
belongs to?

Virtual Games Night
JackBox TV has a wealth of games that can be played remotely. Similar to
Kahoot, users can connect to the game via mobile using a dedicated pin
code or password.

Continue to Meet 'In-Person'
1:1s, performance conversations, informal catch
ups + feedback should continue to happen over a
video conference. You may find that your team
want more regular catch ups with you.

Schedule in a "good morning coffee" for the whole
team to jump on a call and say hello! It might not
work for everyone, everyday, but encourage
people to join where they can.

Daily RAG Meetings
Red, Amber, Green

When we set goals, we’re able to measure our
progress against them. Too often, we keep quiet
about that progress. Instead, encourage your team
to shout about their great days and to feel
comfortable to be totally honest when they’ve had
a pretty crap day.
Schedule 30 minutes each afternoon for each
member of the team to give an update on how
their day's gone. This is a great way to check-in + to
gauge what support your team might need from
you.

TECH TOOLS FOR

Remote Working
SLACK
Slack is a messaging app where you
can communicate and share files,
helping you to be more productive.
With a searchable archive, everything
you share in Slack is stored for
everyone to see.

MICROSOFT TEAMS
Microsoft Teams is a chat-based
collaboration platform complete with
document sharing, online meetings, and
many more extremely useful features
for business communications.

GOOGLE HANGOUTS
Hangouts brings conversations
to life with photos, emoji, and
even group video calls for free.
Use Hangouts to keep in touch.
Message friends, start free
video or voice calls.

ZOOM
Zoom is an easy and reliable cloud
platform for video and audio
conferencing, collaboration, chat,
and webinars across mobile
devices, desktops and phones.

TRELLO
Trello lets you work
more collaboratively and get more
done. Trello’s boards, lists, and cards
enable you to organize and prioritize
your projects in a fun, flexible,
and rewarding way.

MONDAY.COM
monday.com connects your team so you
can continue to collaborate, manage and
track work in one easy-to-use platform,
wherever you are.

We Can Help You
Navigate remote working with our series of 2-hour
workshops (delivered virtually, of course!)

Leading Remote Teams

Virtual 1:1 + Coaching Sessions

Personal Resilience

Say Hello
07808 793146
info@alisonjonescoaching.co.uk
www.alisonjonescoaching.co.uk

